MLA Citation Examples

Article in *The New York Times* online (see *Rules for Writers* p. 482)


Article in *The New York Times* from paper (see *Rules for Writers* p. 481)


Chapter from *Introducing Global Issues*

In particular for *Rules for Writers*, see Selection from an Anthology or a Collection pp. 492-493. Remember also that the Snarr and Snarr book is 6th ed. (see point 37 on Edition other than the first on p. 491).


Article from a scholarly journal article

In particular for *Rules for Writers*, see the Citation at a Glance: Article in a Journal pp. 478-479.

In general: Author(s). “Title of Article.” *Title of Journal*, Volume, Issue, Year, pages.

Example:


Do not cite the database where you accessed the article, or provide an access date. This is not necessary, as you are not using a web posted article, just a print article accessed via an online database portal.